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MODAV-ICA 2023, 20th International Conference on Accounting will bring together leading academics, researchers, and aspiring academicians to exchange and share their ideas, experiences, and research findings in all aspects of accounting. The conference also provides a collegial interdisciplinary academic environment for the participants to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, propositions, and hypotheses developed for challenges in the field of accounting especially in relation to environmental issues.

The United Nations 2030 Agenda has inspired 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) and 169 goals to address sustainability issues, which are global challenges. Among these innovative goals of the 2030 agenda, climate actions and clean energy adaption cited by SDGs number 13 and 7, respectively force countries to take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts. Climate change is perceived as one of the most severe global risks in The Global Risks Report 2023 issued by the World Economic Forum. Also, the message; “There’s no credible pathway to 1.5C in place today” from UN Environment Programme’s (UNEP) last report points to the significant growing climate change impacts across the globe. In this context, corporations have outsized roles to manage the planet’s serious problem; climate change. Good governance that promotes accountability and transparency is a substantial determinant for corporations in driving global climate change. Hence, this year’s theme of MODAV-ICA 2023 is “Climate Change: Accountancy & Good Governance”. At this year’s conference, the participants will exchange views on climate change within the context of good governance from the specific perspective of Accountancy. The conference also welcomes the following topics and is open to academic studies in the field of accounting that covers the theme of the conference:


This year’s conference will take place on September 20, 2023, at Bilkent University Faculty of Business Administration, Ankara, Turkey. Prospective authors from all over the world are encouraged to submit their Extended Abstracts which include the original and unpublished outcomes of conceptual, empirical, and/or theoretical work in English for presentation at the Conference. The international authors may choose to attend the Conference in-person or online (hybrid).

The full paper receiving the highest score by the Award Committee appointed by the Conference Chair will be awarded as the Best Paper Award.

Authors are requested to submit an Extended Abstract in English not exceeding five (5) pages including references and should be written in Times New Roman font, single line spacing, and 11 font size. Page margins are formed regarding the A4 page size and are 2.5 cm wide from the right, left, top and bottom. Pages should be numbered. For the Extended Abstract Format and the submission please visit www.modav.org.tr

The accepted extended abstracts will be published in the e-Proceedings of MODAV-ICA 2023. The authors of accepted papers may submit full papers for a fast-track review for Muhasebe Bilim Dünyası Dergisi (The World of Accounting Science Journal) for the special issue publication. The World of Accounting Science is a peer-reviewed journal published quarterly (end of March, June, September, December), in the areas of accounting and finance authored by researchers from Turkey and other countries in English or Turkish.
Important Dates:

- Extended abstract submission deadline: **July 1, 2023**
- Notification of Acceptance/Rejection of extended abstracts: **August 10, 2023**
- Early Registration deadline: **August 20, 2023**
- Full paper submission deadline for The Best Paper Award: **September 1, 2023**

Contact Information:

- Dr. Banu Sultanoğlu, Bilkent University Faculty of Business Administration, Bilkent, Ankara / Turkey
- Email: [sbanu@bilkent.edu.tr](mailto:sbanu@bilkent.edu.tr), [modavica2023@gmail.com](mailto:modavica2023@gmail.com)

For more information: [www.modav.org.tr](http://www.modav.org.tr)